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antenna temperatures provide checks on the observing conditions. An analog record of radiometer output is also made during the observation, and the measurement quality can also be judged from this record.

All calibration measurements were made with \( \tau = 4 \) seconds, and the routine required a total of 10 minutes from initiation until the results are printed out. The position measurements are completed in the first 7 minutes of the routine.
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The Influence of the Scattered Field on the Reradiation Pattern of Reflector Arrays

It is the purpose of this communication to demonstrate that for a passive Van Atta reflector consisting of half-wave dipoles there is not always a maximum of reradiation back in the direction of incidence even when the antenna self-reactances and the mutual impedances are neglected or “tuned out.” The need for this demonstration is emphasized by a recent communication by Kurss and Kahn1 from which it may be concluded that if the above-mentioned tuning out is made then there is always a maximum of reradiation back in the direction of incidence. That this conclusion is false can readily be seen by studying the reradiation patterns of Fig. 5 in Appel-Hansen.2 Here, when coupling is neglected, the deviation of some maxima from being back in the direction of incidence is due to the scattering by the antennas.

It should be pointed out that Kurss and Kahn use the term “reradiated field” in a manner different from Larsen3 and Appel-Hansen.2 In Kurss and Kahn, the reradiated field means the field due to the interconnection network (including all self- and mutual impedances of the antennas except the radiation resistance), whereas in Larsen and in Appel-Hansen, the reradiated field means the total field, i.e., the sum of the field due to the interconnections between the antennas, the field due to scattering by the antennas, and the field due to coupling between the antennas.

Kurss and Kahn do mention that there is a scattered field; however, when they set up the condition for retrograde reradiation (their equation (6)], they consider only the field due to the above-mentioned interconnection network and neglect the field due to scattering. It is easily seen from their Fig. 2 that what is there denoted scattered field and reradiated field (patterns with main lobes in the directions shown) may interfere constructively or destructively, especially for angles of incidence near normal. As the field of interest for the application of the Van Atta reflector is the total field, and as the scattered and reradiated fields of their Fig. 2 are of the same order of magnitude for half-wave dipoles, the scattered field should be taken into account in this case.

J. APPEL-HANSEN
TOVE LARSEN
Lab. of Electromagnetic Theory
Technical University of Denmark
2800 Lyngby, Denmark
Remarks by H. Kurss and W. K. Kahn

Appel-Hansen and Larsen are concerned that readers of our communication may draw a false conclusion. If they had begun by drawing to the reader's attention that "Kurss and Kahn use the term 'reradiated field' in a manner different from Larsen and Appel-Hansen..." they would then have immediately precluded this possibility. When antenna self-reactances and mutual impedances are neglected or tuned out, the conclusion that the reradiated component of field (as defined in our communication) is to the passive Van Atta network interconnection among the antennas has, in general, a maximum back in the direction of incidence is true. When mutual impedances are not tuned out, these may produce shifts in the position of this maximum. Of course, if one defines "reradiated field" as do Appel-Hansen and Larsen, the same words imply a conclusion which is false. Thus the apparent disagreement between Larsen, Appel-Hansen, and ourselves with respect to the performance of an idealized Van Atta array is semantic rather than substantive.

We do not neglect the scattered field. On the contrary, our communication calls attention to possible interference phenomena among the various component fields. These include not only the reradiated and scattered components, but also the incident component of field as schematized in Fig. 2 of our communication. (The term "total field" employed by Appel-Hansen and Larsen is somewhat inappropriate as it ignores the incident field also present and thus should perhaps be replaced by "total radiated field." This latter terminology is employed, for example, in Bauer.

The case in which a reradiated lobe is directed parallel to a lobe scattered in reception, is mentioned explicitly in the fourth paragraph of our communication. These two field components are additive and not subtractive as is generally complete when an open circuit is placed at each antenna port. This happens in a passive Van Atta network at normal incidence, when the equivalent line lengths in the Van Atta network are an integral number of wavelengths long.

Appel-Hansen and Larsen insist that the question of whether one can force the retrograde condition on the total radiated field rather than on the reradiated component (our usage) alone. This question was answered in our communication, where it was shown that this is possible if and only if active interconnections are allowed.

A Log-Periodic Antenna with Vertically Polarized Omnidirectional Radiation

Abstract—This communication reports the results of an experimental investigation of a new log-periodic (LP) antenna. The antenna consists of an LP array of radial waveguides excited by a two-wire transmission line. The antenna exhibits a vertically polarized omnidirectional radiation pattern which is essentially constant over the designed bandwidth.

Much progress has been made in the development of frequency-independent antennas. The main features of this class of antennas are directional radiation patterns and impedance which are constant over a very wide bandwidth. These antennas are generally not capable of omnidirectional operation. Dynson [1] has shown that a log-spiral antenna of the proper configuration would have an approximately omnidirectional radiation pattern which is circularly polarized. The discone antenna, which does not belong to the log-periodic (LP) class, has an omnidirectional vertically polarized radiation pattern over an approximate 6 to 1 bandwidth [2], [3]. The purpose of this investigation was to determine whether the log-periodic principle could be applied to a structure to give omnidirectional and vertically polarized characteristics over a wider range of frequencies than is possible.

The basic element chosen for such a structure was a pair of parallel circular disks which are closely spaced compared to the wavelength. Such a basic element, when excited at the center of the plates, operates as a radial waveguide in the lowest E-type mode [4], thus producing the desired far-field radiation patterns. The LP structure is composed of an array of such disks with the diameter of the plates and the spacing between them varying in a log-periodic manner. The elements are alternately connected to a narrow two-wire transmission line running through the center of the disks. The LP antenna is shown in Fig. 1.

Tests were performed on three models of the structure having values of the LP parameter \( \tau \) of 0.90, 0.96 and 0.98. The ratio of the plate spacing to the diameter \( \tau \) was held constant at 0.115. The antennas were designed to operate over a 3:1 bandwidth (500 MHz to 1500 MHz). The diameter of the largest plate was approximately 0.4 wavelength and the height was approximately 0.93 wavelength at 500 MHz (\( \tau = 0.96 \)). Measurements of impedance, far-field radiation patterns, and polarization were made.

For all models, the impedance was relatively constant over the desired frequency range, being within an SWR of 2:1 relative to 15±20 ohms. The far-field patterns measured showed that the structure was omnidirectional within 3 dB over most of the designed bandwidth. Better omnidirectionality was obtained with \( \tau \) closer to 1 than when \( \tau \) was a lower value. Fig. 2(a) shows the typical azimuth variation. The elevation patterns showed that the angle of maximum radiation occurred between 45 to 75 degrees with the axis of the antenna and scans with frequency. A typical elevation pattern is shown in Fig. 2(b). The polarization measurement, shown in Fig. 2(c), was made by changing the orientation of a linearly polarized transmitting antenna with respect to the axis of the test antenna. Zero degrees on Fig. 2(c) represents the point where the polarization of the transmitted wave was parallel to the axis of the test antenna, i.e., vertically polarized. Ninety degrees represents the point where the polarization of the transmitted wave was perpendicular to the axis of the test antenna, i.e., horizontal polarization. Thus the structure is, indeed, vertically polarized. More details of the experimental investigation may be found in [5].

The investigation indicated that the structure is capable of vertically polarized omnidirectional radiation and an impedance characteristic which are both relatively constant over a very wide bandwidth. However, the deviations from the desired omnidirectional characteristics indicate that the lowest E-type mode may not be the dominant one on the antenna at some frequencies. Near-field measurements indicate that higher-order modes are present. The nonpropagating modes will not affect the far-field radiation characteristics, but can account for the large reactive component of the input impedance.

A comparison of the LP disk antenna with a discone antenna of the same bandwidth (3 to 1) indicates that the LP antenna is considerably larger in size. For a lower cutoff frequency of 500 MHz, the largest diameter of the LP antenna is 9 inches whereas the largest diameter of the discone antenna is 5.5 inches. The height of the LP antenna is 20 inches compared to 5 inches for the discone antenna. Theoretically, the LP disk antenna should be capable of operation over a wider bandwidth than is obtainable with a discone antenna.